Tradewind Aviation, LLC
Waterbury-Oxford Airport
5 Juliano Drive
Oxford, Connecticut 06478
phone 203.267.3305
fax 203.267.3310

Fly Tradewind

TRADEWIND AVIATION IS COMMITTED TO DEVELOPING THE BEST PILOTS in the industry—and
facilitating career growth through Tradewind and beyond. Following is a quick description of the typical career
path of a pilot at Tradewind, as well as what you can expect working with us.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

While career paths depend on pilot performance and are not guaranteed, the following is the projected career
path for current Tradewind pilots:
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INTERVIEWS

Tradewind sponsored
interview with large
corporate jet operators

			
EXPECTED FLIGHT TIME

Tradewind pilots can expect to log 45 to 60 hours a month.

WHY TRADEWIND?

TRADEWIND AVIATION STRIVES TO PROVIDE our team with a superior work environment on all levels.
We ensure that what we offer matches or exceeds current industry job postings:
— $5,000 retention bonus at the end of
first year as a PIC

— $10,000 retention bonus at the end
of second year as a PIC

— Fun, dynamic environment with
industry recognition as a high quality
operator

— 50% health insurance paid, moving
to 100% paid after 4 years

— Newer, well-maintained and
equipped aircraft
— 18 days paid vacation per year

— 401(k) plan: Tradewind Aviation
matches contribution up to 4% of
compensation
— Staff travel: discounted travel on
main-line airlines and with Tradewind

— Professional two-crew environment
— Upon availability, opportunities for
Citation jet positions
— Paid housing when relocated away
from base
— Fixed schedule rotation, for example:
4 days on/3 days off. Schedule based
on 210 working days per year

www.flytradewind.com

